Check-List of Documents for Renunciation/Surrender of Indian citizenship

Application Fee: Euro 117.00

1. Renunciation/Surrender Application Form duly filled-in and signed
2. Declaration form if original Indian passport already handed over to the foreign authority
3. One recent passport size photograph
4. Copy of the last Indian passport held (first and last page only)
5. Copy of Nationality Certificate (Einbuergerungsurkunde/Einbuergerungszusicherung)
6. Copy of City registration/Address Proof (Meldebescheinigung/Personalausweis)
Declaration to be issued by Individual when applying of renunciation of Indian Citizenship or applying for OCI Card and does not provide either the original Indian passport for cancellation or the letter from the German Authorities about the Passport being submitted to them.

Declaration

This is to certify that I, ____________, S/o, D/o, W/o ____________ last held Indian Passport No ____________ dated ____________ issued at ____________, which was submitted to the German Authority ____________ on ____________, while acquiring German nationality. I am unable to furnish a certificate of submission of my Passport to the German Authority ____________, as the Authority has expressed its inability to issue such a certificate.

If it is found at any stage that the information furnished in this statement is false, I would be solely responsible for the consequences, including cancellation of the OCI card.

Signature ____________

Date ____________

(*) In case of a minor, both parents are to sign this Certificate on behalf of the minor